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SOME TBCHNItiiL OBSERVATIONS

By lfieslaw’S.t.epniewski
..

There is.no” doubt tha~ much thought is .be.inggiven
to the pro blen of the trap?port of great numbers of troops
quickly “by air. One method which has received a great
deal of attention ,in Germany is that of towing trains of
troop-carrying gliders behind airplanes. ~

A study of the aeronautical. considerations involved
reveals several interesting fundamental facts. For in-
stance, the ratio of the ~eight of the trainof gliders
to. the weight of the towing airplane directly “influences
the speed of the whole combination. The higher the speed
of the towing airplane the more efficient the “train”
will be. The Me 110? for example, could tow gliders to-
taling four t“imes its own weight and maintain a cruising
speed of about 110 miles per hour. A slower, heavier
machine would not be able to lift such a great multiple
of its own weight.

This short analysis may be usefu,l in determining the
real tactical Possibilities of l~glider trainsl’ and in
adopting the course to be followed in pdssible studies of
these questions. In this analysis most: prominent are:

(a) The powe’r rq,quired for the train in level flight;

(b) its speed;

(c) climbi’ and .

(d.) the type of airplane best suited for towing as
well” as design requirements for transport
gliders.

*
,..
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To simplify the pro b~ern:;f ‘fi~~itig the power required
in level flight by a train -composed of the towing airplane
and n gltders ,9 we shall suppose thqt the towing airplane
and gliilers are flying practically at the same level. This
assumption is justified as from the niloting point @ view
this is the most convenient josition “for both the pilot of

,-

the towing airmlane as well as the pilot of the glider.
Furthermore th~s-.is the most’ likely position if transport
gliders are to be coupled in “line asterntl formations as
suggested in The Aeroplane of November 15, 1940. If this
assumption is mad,e,we can neglect the vertical’ forces from
the towing cables, and simplify the discussion.

.,.

The total thrust T required in the level flight of
the glider train as a whole will be:

T = ,Ta +“q Tg (1)

Where Ta is the thrust required by ,the towing air-
plane, Tg the thrust required by each glider.

We know that the tkrust required in leve~ flight at
the speed V may be expressed as: T = W/E.

Where w is the total weight of the airplane and E
the lift to drag ratio at the flying speed V. Then we ~
have:

T = (Wa/Ea) + q (T#/Eg) (?)

If both sides of this equation are multiplied by V,
the left side will express the effective horsepower - the
power really required in level flight. If the propeller
efficiency is denoted by ~ and the power P- is given
in brake horsepower (’t?in lb, V in ft/see), we get from
(2):

!550 q p = Wa (V/Es) + ‘q l~g (V/Eg) (3)

or:
.,

550 q (P/lTa) = V/Es + q (T7g/Wa) [V/Eg) (3a)

But Villa can be considered as the sinking speed of
the airplane in a powe~-off’glide (without considering
the drag of the stopped. propellers) at the speed V. v/gg
can be considered also as the sinking speed of the glider
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in a glide &t ‘the :s-a~i~’’aiksp:e’ed T. ~~The quanti’ty .
55Q ~ ‘(F/Wa.)”‘repre~e~t%’.th% rat e of clim% of the towing
airplane %hich woul’d ‘be:‘obt”ained’if. the!“enttre effect ive

“-horsepower ~ p“ were.”m~i~i~sd to ov.er~om<e’the..force of
gravity. We wi”Z1-call ‘thfs”-quantity “thb f ict itious bat e
of climb and denote. ’it “by Vcf. ‘ .’: ““. ‘:’

If the sinking speed--yin a glide is denoted Vz, we
:may write; equation .(.3aJ..in’ a form which will be more con-
venient: ‘ ,* ,.:.,

. .,. . ..

Vcf = “’55Q:n (L~/waj”=
>

Vza’ + ~ (wg/w& Vzg) ~~(3b)
,. T

If the relations between the sinking speed and the
air speed” in”a glide Vz = f (V) , that is) the so-called
11speed polar diagram,ll are known for the towing airplane
(without the propellers) as well as for the gliders com-
posing the train, we can determine the speed polar diagram
of the tradn as a whole w-gich, in turn, will provide a
very easy solution of several fundamental problems of
flight mechanic s.*

There.is no difficulty in establishing the speed
polar diagram of the glider or the airplane, if, for in-
stance, the results of wind-tunnel tests are known, as
well as t.h.ewing loading and the air density at the
operational height . If’ no wind-tunnel data are avail-
able, we may estimate this diagram fairly accurately by

.“considering the” aspect ratio of the wing and adopting the
minibum drag coefficient” of the aircraft cDmin”.!,, . . .

If,t~e’ ‘sPeed p~’l&r’’@iagrams of” the airplane and the
glidbrs.”are, known, *“he’speed polar diagram of the train
as a whole may’ be’ easi,ly””esta:blish,ed. ,,

,..,
For’exarnple: the upper pa”rt of the diagram on figure

1 represents the speed polar diagram of the glider, the
lower part the same diagra~ of the airplane.... The flying’
speed axis (horizontal sc”ale) is co’rnmonfor”’both aircraft.
To obtain the speed polar diagram of the train as a whole,,,. . .. ,:;,,, .,..
-------—- ,..-—-.-— ---—-————.-.——-—.
*Readers interested in the method of the estimation” of’

performance by means-of the speed polar diagram are
referred to the authorls investigation. “The Pre-
diction of Perf6rm&ln$e,11.Airc.raft Engineering,’
November and December 1940. ~~‘

1- — -— —.-.—



according to the right side o.f eq.u,at,ion(3b.), “we have to
add to the ‘ordinat..esof the speed,.:polar c%ia,gram’.ofthe
airplane the corresponding ordinates .of t;~e diagram of
the glider multiplied. by the factor .~ Wg/Wa , or by the
ratio of .tbe total Weight of the “llglider-wa.gonsli t.o t-he
total weight of the towing ‘airplane. :

We can find the “level flight, speed of the train at a
height h, at, the cruising or a’11-ou.tpower of the towing
airplane, using equation (3b) , if ~ and P at’ this
height are known. Equation (3b) states that, in. level
flight, the fictitious rate of climb

-.
Vcf = 550 ~ (P/Wa)

is equal to the sinking speed of the train as a whole.

If the speed polar diagram of the train is established
and the value of the effective horsepower per unit of
weight of t’ne airplane is known. we represent this value on
the vertical scale (fig. 1) and trace a line parallel to the
V axis to the intersection with the speed polar diagram of
the train. The absci..ssa of this point of intersection
gives the flying s~eed.

It can %e shown very easily* ‘that the rate of climb
Vc of the glider train, at a flying, speed V, will be:

Vc = 550 ~ (F/Wa) - fiza + ~ (Wg/Wa) (Vzg)} (4)

With the aid of the speed -polar diagram o“f the train,
this can be found as the difference between the value rep-
resenting Vcf (or ~ (F/Wa)) and the ordinate of the

Po:nt on the speed polar diagram of t’he train correspond-
ing to the flying s~eed” V (fig. 2). It is obvious that
the maximum rate of climb Vc max will be obtained when
flying at the speed corresponding to the minimum ordinate
of the speed polar diagram of the train.
be: “

Its value will

Vc” max‘= 550 ~ (P max/ti~) - V’zt min (4a)

,, ,,

where Vzt min is the minimum ordinate of the speed polar
diagram of the train;

-_-..---_-.______-_.__.___---_--A--------------------

*’
.:,,.

According to.th~””rnethod explained by the author in Air-
craft Engineering. :
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The speed appropriate to’“the maximum “range of a
glider train i“nno-wind’ conditions’ ‘“is‘fourid“as.the “ah-.
scissa of the point of tangent of the ‘speed polar ilia-
gram with a straight line dr’a% fyom the: origin of’ the
c oo.,rdinates (fig. 3) . If there is a wind, this tangent
passes through the extremity of the vecto’r representing
the wind (to the ‘left for “’ata”ii wind + W, to the r“ight
for a head wind - W) i (See” fig. 3“.) “’

... . .,, ,,,. ,-

The above-established. relations bein,g”“a good instru-
ment for discussing the fundamental problems of the ,flight
of glider trains, we can now try to reach some””conclusions
as to tb.e type of gliders and towing airplanes to be used.

Obviously the top and cruising speeds of the train”
will be inferior to the respective speeds of the towing
airplane alone. The decrease in speed will c?epend on the
sinking speed of the gliders and on the facto,r q (Wg/lTa),
which is on the ratio of t-ne weigh.t Of the llcarriages;J to
the weight of the ‘Ilocomotive.ff The influence of this
factor”will be the same if a number of gliders or a single
glider, w’ith a weight equal to the sum of tlieir weights,
is used. The question whether one or two big g“liders or
a number of smaller ones should be used can, therefore,
be answered only with reference to design difficulties,
Nossible gains in the” waight of the ~liders, piloting and
ground handling difficulties and suitability for tactical
purposes..

.

: With regard to the minimum sinking speed, smaller
gliders may be preferable (as greater aspect ratios can
be used), but the difference will probably not be very
marked. Frobably the drag of gliders of bOt-h categories

‘will be ne~rly tune sahe’; so their speed ~olar diagrams
should be practically identical, provided, the wing load-
ing is the same. ,.

“Some indications about the best wing loading may be.
obtained by. considering ihe power required in flight. As
indicated by figure 1, the reduction of the speed of the
train as compared with the speed of the towing airplane
depends on the valve of the ratio ~ (Wg/Wa). With re-
gard to the power” required in flight, the small sinking
speeds of fhe glider ought to qorrehpond to the cruising
speed df the train. In other words, if the total weight
of all carriages” is not grbat, then small sinki”ng speeds
of the glider should correspond to high flying speeds
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which entail ‘high wing loading s.. As the tota~-weight of
the towed gliders increases,. the small sinking speeds
should shift forward the lower flying speeds, which al-

- lows for Ioyer va~ues of .rg/sg.

Probably practical considerattoxis will prevent the
requirements of power economy being entirely satisfied as
the stalling speed of the gliders should not exceed 65-70
miles per hour, out of regard for the landing (mostly on
unknown ground) as well as for the take-offrun (which
increases approximately with the square of the stailing
speed) ● If simple lift-increasing devices,are used to
give a maximum lift coefficient CLmax = l.?,, the prac-

tical upper limit of wiag loading will be of the order of
Tg/sg = 20 pounds per square foot.

If this value is ad~pte~ and the minimum’ drag of the
transport glider is estimated as CDmin= 0.02 and an

,,
average aspect ratio of 12, we shall see how such glider
or gliders are ~o~per~tin~ with different tow’in.gair-
planes ‘las a whole.n For this purFose the approximate
speed polar diagram of a glider nith:such characteristics
is drawn on t-he upper p~r,t of figure*.

On the lower part we trace (thin line) the speed
polar diagran at sea Ieve> of a modern fighter-bomber
(for example, a Xesserschmitt Me 110), of low drag (CD mi n
= 0.023 accqrding to wind” tunnel tests) azid nigh wing
Ioadizg (Xa{Sa) = 35 lh/sq ft). The dotted line repre-

~ an airplane of rather ob-sents t-he speed polar dtagram o.
(Fsolete type, with higjherdrag ,.D mi~,= 0.034) and lower

.
wing loading (Wa/Sa = 1:7 lb/sq ft). The effective power
loading (~ P/W) will also be different for both categories
of aircraft. Adopting ~=Q.77 it will be of the order
of q l?/W = 0.115 brake horsepower per pound for the Me
110 and approximately 0.055 brake horsepower Per pound
for the older bomber fully loaded, which may increase to
0.075 brake horsepower per pound if the load is reduced-

,,
We-establish the speed polar diagram of the, train as

a whole? “adoptigg the Me 110 characteristics and assuming
that the Yeight of the ‘gljder carriages is equal to tyice,
three, and four times the weight of the towing airplane
(see the,s~eed pol,ar diagrarqs in +Ile lo~er part of fig.,,
4). “
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We see from figure 4 that if the glider train is
tow~d by a modern fighter- bombef’with a great power sur-
plus, its rate of climb at sea level will be considerable
(about 1100 ft/min with two 1150-hp engines), even if the
total weight of the gliders is four times the total
weight of the airplane (Wa = 14,800 lb) , and the top
level speed will be about 130 miles per hour.

r’

A bomber of older design would be unable to lilift’f
such a mnltiple of its total weight because of a lower
value of q (P/lT). The top and cruising speeds of such a
train would also he greatly reduced.

Mo@ern aircraft of greater aerodynamic cleanness are
undoubtedly more efficient, as a lower percentage of the
.yower is used to overtone their own drag and a greater
part can be devoted to the work of towing. However, it
does not follow that bombers of older design should not
be used as towing airplanes as they can also lift a con-
siderable weight of carriages because of” their greater
flying weight (though the weight of the ratio of carriages
and engines will not be so good). A definite answer can,
therefore, be given only by comparing real aircraft, if
the tactical requirements for s~eed and ceiling* are
known. This should present no difficulty if the above-
explained method is use,d.

--------_-.___._____y________________._______-_______e____

*
According to the hethod, expiained by the autho”r in Air-

craft Engineering.
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Figure l,- Determination of

the substitute
speed polar diagram of the .24
glider train. Finding the
level flight speed of the
train (for ex., V~x). mph

Figure 4.- Substitute speed polar diagrams
(at sea level) of the trains

composed of fighter bomber, Messerschmitt
Me 110 and glider sets of different weights.
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Figure 2.- Rate of climb Vc

of tineglider train
at given speed V ad VcK,ax.
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Figure 3.- Flying speeds of

\

the
glider train corre-

sponding to the maximum range for
no wind conditions (W=O),tailwind
(+??)and headwind (-W):
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TOWING IN TRIPLICATE.-Three German milgdanes toud~a
F’ocke WuZf Fw 44J Stieglifz .fWo-sd”trainer (150 ?i.j% Siemens
Sh 14Amotor) atthe Fr&urtmilitarY amdromeat Rdsto~. The
sailplanes are towed thtough a three-way bride which jwmnits iwo OJ

them to b jbum side-hg-de.

l?i&.1.re 5

.

Fig. 5
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